
STREAMLINE CYBER RISK
MANAGEMENT INSTANTLY

BUILT FOR CSO/DPOS BY CSOS

ACCURATE RISK ASSESSMENT OF YOUR COMPANY CLOUD FOOTPRINT

The quick migration to the cloud is breaking perimeter defenses, making companies lose track of their internet footprint and 

exposing them to partner risks. Rescana offers automatic and continuous discovery and risk assessment of company and partner 

assets providing up to date risk score. Based on its innovative technology, Rescana's offering exhibits very wide findings, while 

achieving extremely high accuracy, with close to zero false positives.

RDEFFICIENT AND QUICK 3  PARTY PARTNER ON BOARDING

Companies sign up partners constantly with hundreds of partners even for mid-size companies. Partners exhibit different maturity 

levels of their security systems and often inconsistent reporting of their risk. As a result, security teams become the bottleneck of 

the on boarding process of new partners. Rescana automated risk assessment combined with automated survey support 

streamlines the on boarding process showing immediate ROI and minimizing the need for manual audits. 

AUTOMATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE ENFORCEMENT
rd thNew and evolving regulation such as GDPR require cyber risk management of not only the company but also its 3  and 4  level 

parties. Security and privacy teams are often bombarded with continuous audits and interaction with regulators. With Rescana, 

manual work is minimized, reports and assessments specifically covering the relevant regulations are always ready and up to date 

allowing the teams to improve efficiency and lower compliance costs.

SUPPORT M&A AND STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

Lack of familiarity with the merged entities and inconsistent risk management policies make consolidated risk assessment 

extremely challenging. Rescana does not require any configuration or detailed information about the new entity and is able to take 

advantage of the most advanced discovery engine in the market to discover and assess the risk of previously unknown 

organizations automatically with no need for configuration or customization.



THE RESCANA DIFFERENCE

CSO/DPO oriented

System built for CSOs / DPO by CSOs taking advantage of our founders many years' experience as security professionals in the 

trenches to produce the most effective system.

Accurate, comprehensive OSINT coverage

Broad coverage of intelligence sources to minimize false negatives and validate findings via multiple sources to minimize false 

positives.

API integration

API based system allowing integration with customer environments and leading vendor platforms. We often embed our 

assessment processing within partner on boarding process improving compliance and automation leading to improved efficiencies.

MSP ready

System architected to allow MSPs perform risk management for their customers within our leading edge Rescana Manager 

console.

Clients

Rescana’s clients include leading companies from the financial & Banking sector, Software industry, Online gaming, 

e-commerce, Shipping and Logistics sector and industrial sector. 

ARE YOU FACING

ANY OF THESE CHALLENGES?

Struggling with assessment and management of your company cyber risk?

Lacking full, consistent and up to date view of your internet footprint?

Becoming the business bottleneck in partner onboarding?

BUILT FOR CSO/DPOS BY CSOS

ABOUT RESCANA

Rescana is an innovative, quick moving company, founded and managed by CSOs, offering a state of the art, practical 

cyber risk management platform.

Developed by experienced CSOs, Rescana's products are aimed at removing the security team bottlenecks and 

accelerating business processes that require risk assessment.

www.rescana.com
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